
MOUNT BLACKWOOD 
 
Mount Blackwood is a 1326m peak in the Western Tiers just above the town of Poatina. It is easily 
recognisable by the hydro electric pipeline which ascends the mountainside. There are two climbing 
areas on the mountain. Blackwood Summit  is a superb dolerite crag providing high quality crack 

climbing up to 90m high in a very atmospheric and scenic position near the summit of the mountain. 
Blackwood Rocks is a sport climbing area and has some moderate bolted routes on solid sandstone 
about half way up the mountain. The highway to Great Lake (B51) goes up Mount Blackwood providing 
easy access to the crags. From Launceston the trip is 70km and takes about one hour via Perth, 
Longford, Cressy and Poatina. If travelling from the south, take the B53 turn off to Poatina from the 
Midlands Highway about 11km past Epping Forest which joins B51.  
 

 
 
Jemimah Narkowicz on Who Among Them (19), the best grade 19 crack in Tasmania. 
 

BLACKWOOD SUMMIT 
This long forgotten crag deserves more traffic as the climbing, the views and the atmosphere are superb 
and yet it is quite close to the road. The walk up the scree to the cliff takes about 40 minutes. Mike 
Douglas and Mendelt Tillema climbed the ridge of the central buttress in 1969. Douglas returned later 
that year and climbed the left hand ridge of the main buttress with Ross Mansfield. Robert McMahon 
has been the main activist visiting the cliff on several occasions during the seventies and early eighties 
with various partners. He and Mick McHugh did a route here in 1971 but McMahon is no longer sure 
where it goes, but does remember it being about grade 14. Gerry Narkowicz and Andrew McGifford 
added two outstanding  new routes on the main wall in 2003. In early 2014, Gerry Narkowicz, Ingvar 
Lidman and Andrew Martin gave the cliff a renaissance adding 8 new routes, and added a rap chain and 
improved access tracks.    
 
Access: The cliff is approximately 11km past Poatina on route B51 near the summit of the mountain. 

Shortly after the last hairpin bend is a tourist information sign on the left. The cliff should start to come 
into view high on the mountain to the left as you keep going up the road. About 1.5km past this sign, 
look for an overgrown vehicle track blocked by large boulders, leading into an old quarry. Park here. 
Skirt around the left side of the quarry and ascend straight up the scree slope to the cliff. The main wall 
is obviously the larger cliff on the left hand side, separated from the rest of the crag by a big gully. 
Access to the main wall is via this gully with the large gum tree in it. The upper tier is the neat, shorter 
cliff line high on the right hand side. Access to the upper tier is via the gully splitting the lower cliffs which 
are generally chossy. This gully is about 50m further right (west) of the main wall gully. 
 



A youthful 21 year old Bob McMahon and 
Mick McHugh in the quarry beneath Mt 
Blackwood in 1971. 

 
 

MAIN WALL    
Access via the large gully below the wall 
on the left hand side of the cliff. A track 
has been cut which ascends the gully 
close to the left hand cliff as you go up. 
Descent from the climbs is also via this 
gully. 

 
Blue Suitcase  60m  14M1 
This is the route done by McMahon and 
McHugh on their first visit in 1971. The 
location is uncertain, but is recorded here 
for historical reasons. 1) 35m. Airy 

bridging up an open corner for the first 
30m followed by a short aid section (4 
moves). Move out L under small 
overhang, then up and back R to a stance 
3m above overhang. Today the climb 
would go straight through the roof but 
back then it was considered impossible 
without aid. 2) 25m. Move L from stance 

and up an angled corner to the top for 
easy but good climbing.  FA  Robert 
McMahon and Michael McHugh (alt). 
30/10/1971 

 
 
 
 

Dinosaur Spur  150m  10 
Climbs the LH skyline ridge of the main wall. Starts on the L side of the buttress base at a hollow tree 
stump, but not directly up the nose. 1) 10m. Scramble up to stance not far below spur crest. 2) 30m. 
Brief crack to gain crest, then along crest to high vertical step in the spur. 3) 15m. Up wall on L (first part 
of step) past Hakea tree, to stance on crest. 4) 10m. Climb to top of thin loose block and up finger crack 
to gain spur crest above step. 5) 20m. Circumvent gendarme on its RHS, regain crest, then along to 
next gendarme barrier. 6) 20m. Around gendarme on its LHS and belay on ridge crest below another 
high vertical step. 7) 25m. Along crest to platform below prominent wide crack in step. Ascend crack to 
gain top of step. 8) 20m. Easy scramble to the top.  FA  Ross Mansfield and Mike Douglas (alt). 2/8/69 

 

Wagram  50m  18  * 
Shortly after entering the gully there is a preliminary buttress on the L before you get to the huge main 
wall. This route takes a direct line up the highest part of this buttress. A steep route of two pitches, 
reminiscent of climbing on the Pavilion at Ben Lomond; some face climbing and bridging in flaring 
grooves capped by bulges. FA  Robert McMahon and John Smart. 13/1/82 
 

Austerlitz  75m  21  * 
On the main scooping wall of the buttress to the R of the roofs is a spearing crack line in a shallow 
corner. A very good climb but found to be quite dirty on a recent ascent. With a thorough cleaning, it 
would be 3 stars. The first pitch is terrific, but the finger crack on the second pitch was so full of dirt, I 
had to aid it. 1) 40m, 21. The crux is overcoming a bulge where the crack fuses, requiring some cool, 
technical bridging.  Belay on top of a big block – take a #4cam.  2) 35m, 18. Up the continuing crack 

which becomes unclimbable with a dirty finger crack which is easily aided  Cleaned up, this would be a 
great pitch. From the small ledge, continue up the steep thin jam crack.  FA  John Smart and Robert 
McMahon. 13/1/82 
 



 
 
 
Severe Acute Run-out Syndrome  90m  22  ** 
An outstanding route. Not as severe as it sounds, though there is a 12m run-out on the second pitch. 
The gear is bomber, however. Half way up the gully is an obvious black arching corner. About 4m to the 
R of the black corner is a thin line of intermittent cracks straight up the face to a small eucalypt at 45m 
height. The second pitch is a corner leading to obvious twin cracks near the top. 1) 45m, 20. Good face 

climbing up the thin, intermittent crack line to belay at the eucalypt. A nut key came in handy on the first 
ascent to clean thin cracks for runner placements. 2) 45m, 22. Step L from the eucalypt into the 

incredible scooped corner leading to the twin cracks near the top. Fantastic, tenuous bridging at about 
grade 21 in the fused corner requires nerves of steel with a 12m run-out from good wires. Eventually the 
crack widens to a finger crack but also steepens, providing the technical crux of the route. At the end of 
this crux section is a stance below a small overhang, then straight into the twin cracks, which are 
actually a fist crack on the L and a fused crack about 1m to the R, but are easily climbed at about grade 
17.  FA  Gerry Narkowicz and Andrew McGifford. 19/4/2003 

 
Peruvian Pox  60m  21  ** 
This route is located higher up the gully from S.A.R.S and is to the left of a massive corner/chimney 
crack which is about 50m below the top of the gully. 1) 25m, 20. Start in the overhanging groove about 

5m left of the huge corner/chimney. Strenuous jamming in the groove with a crack of various widths to a 
belay on the spacious ledge. 2) 35m, 21. From the ledge, twin cracks spear to the summit. Climb the 

right hand one which has a few small bushes. Terrific and technical climbing and not at all poxy as the 
name suggests. Andrew McGifford contracted a foul stomach bug while mountaineering in Peru. Shortly 
after his return, Narkowicz and McGifford attempted the first ascent of this route but bailed out from the 
ledge when McGifford suddenly became violently ill and shaking uncontrollably. Hence the name of the 
route. The lads returned a month later and completed the climb with no further manifestation of the 
Peruvian Pox.  FA  Gerry Narkowicz and Andrew McGifford. 30/11/03 

 
SERPENT RIDGE   
The twisting middle buttress about 150m high was the first route done on the mountain. We’re not sure 
of the grade but it involves some nice sections of easy free climbing with one section of aid at the top. 
Starts at the foot of the left tail of the ridge. A 30m pitch of easy climbing leads to a 50m scrambling 
section to gain the first pinnacle on the ridge. A much better route to the first pinnacle would be up the 
steeper, cleaner RH tail of the ridge. After the first pinnacle there is a tight S-bend in the ridge ending in 
the second pinnacle. From the first pinnacle, climb along the ridge crest for 30m to the second pinnacle 
which is Max Merrit Buttress. Go around the corner to the L and up to a large ledge from which an 
obvious steep crack at its RH end leads to the top of the pinnacle. Next is an airy, but easy arête for 
30m up to the final obstacle. There are 3 cracks to choose from, a corner crack on the L and a wide 
crack on the R, with a faint crack in between. The direct line of the ridge was maintained by aiding the 
faint crack in the middle for 10m using 5 pitons. Emerge almost on the summit.  FA  Mendelt Tillema and 
Mike Douglas.  2/2/69 

 
MAX MERRIT BUTTRESS 
About 50m right (west) of the main wall gully is another prominent gully splitting the lower line of loose 
looking cliffs. On the way up the gully to the upper tier is a neat face high on the left forming a sharp 
ridge along its summit. Scramble up steeply where possible. From left to right: 
 

Baby I’ve Been Watching You  20m  16  ** 
Delicate face climbing up the arête with an excellent lay away move. Bridge up the final corner.  
FA  Gerry Narkowicz and Greg Moore, Robert McMahon.  FA  8/1/84 
 

Watching Everything You Do  20m  16 
The wide jam crack to the right.  FA  Greg Moore and Gerry Narkowicz, Robert McMahon.  8/1/84 
 

You’re Breaking Me In Two  20m  16  * 
The next crack to the R with some elegant face moves and a neat finger crack. 
FA  Robert McMahon and Greg Moore, Gerry Narkowicz.  8/1/84 
 

Watching You Slipping Away  20m  16 
The next crack R.  FA  Gerry Narkowicz and Robert McMahon, Greg Moore 
 



 
 
Gerry Narkowicz attempting the first ascent of Let There Be Rock (25). 

 
 
UPPER TIER RIGHT 
Access via the gully splitting the lower line of loose cliffs about 50m further west from the main wall 
gully. Climb this gully as high as possible until you can access the vegetated ramp below the climbs to 
the right of the top of the gully. A fixed line provides an easy batman manoeuvre to overcome the little 
steep section at the top of the gully. From left to right: 

 
1. Airbourne  20m  20  *** 
The furthest line left is a neat finger crack in a corner to a ledge and DBB. Short people might be 
required to dyno to a big hold at three quarter height. From the ledge continue up the deliciously 
technical arête to another DBB. Easily done as one pitch. Access by climbing a tree and some easy 
scrambling for 10m up to a DBB below the corner. FA: Andrew Martin and Gerry Narkowicz. 23/3/14 
                                                                                     

2. Symptom Of The Universe  35m  24  *** 
At the point where the access track meets the cliff are two striking thin cracks up the face, both with 
DBB’s just below the top. Both share the same start. The LH line starts as an intermittent seam for 10m 
leading to a pod and a fused crack in a shallow corner.  The fused crack unbelievably takes good wires 
and is overcome by some fantastic technical bridging. The fused seam opens up to a beautiful finger 
crack for the last 15m to the DBB. FA: Gerry Narkowicz and Andrew Martin. 8/2/14 

 
3. Highway Star  35m  27  *** 
One of the most outstanding trad pitches in Tasmania. Shares the same start as the previous route, but 
moves right after 5m to gain the incredible and unlikely thin seam up the face. The short section of fused 
corner requires some bold and delicate moves, as the only protection is a couple of skyhooks half way 
up the corner. A sustained section of thin fingerlocks and sidepulls follows with good gear, then a short 
section with big holds and a rest, followed by the powerful final section of tips laybacks to the anchors. 
FA: Ingvar Lidman. 23/2/14  
                                                                                                                            

 
 
 
 
 
 



4. Borodino  45m  19 
Right of Highway Star is a substantial cleft. A crack 
ascends the R face. Climb the L wall, bridging across and 
turning the roof using the crack on the R hand side of the 
roof. Some difficult finger crack and groove climbing 
above the roof (crux). Chimney up the flaring groove to 
finish. Leading the crux section, Gerry pulled a large block 
onto his shoulder accompanied by a screaming panic. 
After juggling it for a while, he managed to hang on, then 
trundled it along with another pile of boulders onto Bob, 
the belayer. Bob survived but the rope did not.  FA  Gerry 
Narkowicz and Robert McMahon. 8/1/84 
 

5. Speed King  35m  27  *** 
An outstanding bolted arête towards the LHS of the cliff, 
immediately left of Who Among Them. Up slabby face to 
stance below the roof (grade 24 to this point), then a 
powerful, bouldery crux over the roof, then pleasant and 
delicate face climbing (23) in a great position to the top. 
FA: Ingvar Lidman. 10/3/14 
 
 
 
 

Ingvar chilling out near the top of Speed King (27). 
 
 

6. Who Among Them  35m 19  *** 
The next prominent corner crack to the R. Described after the first ascent as one of the finest dolerite 
routes in Tasmania, it lives up to its reputation. Its probably the best grade 19 crack in the state. Wide 
bridging up a beautiful looking crack line with several steep bulges to keep the heart pumping. The crux 
involves some delicate smearing when the crack runs out and becomes a holdless groove. FA  Ian 
Thomas (Humzoo) and Robert McMahon, Sam Baker. 1978 
 

7. Let There Be Rock  35m  25  *** 
The bolted arête in the centre of the cliff and immediately right of Who Among Them. One of the best 
pitches of bolted grade 25 in Northern Tasmania. A powerful bouldery move over the small overhang at 
the start, but the most technically difficult move is in the thin layback seam half way up. Beware of a 
baffling move near the second last bolt which could foil the redpoint attempt. Brilliant climb. FA: Gerry 
Narkowicz. 30/3/14  
 

8. Slim Dusty  35m  18  * 
Right of the bolted arête in the centre of the cliff is a prominent jam crack which used to be very 
vegetated. Climb an easy left trending ramp with 2 bolts, then move right to gain the jam crack at a point 
below the small roof. Good sustained jamming. A worthwhile route. FA: Gerry Narkowicz and Andrew 
Martin. 8/2/14 
 

9. Mills Route  40m  18  * 
A striking line of thin seams and finger cracks up the wall, trending L to finish up the corner to the top. 
FA  Peter Mills and Peter Morris. 1978 
 

 10. Symphony Of Destruction  35m  21  ** 
The terrific finger crack which branches off Mills Route to the right. Climb Mills Route for 10m, then 
move right into the beautiful thin crack where possible. Some great moves, lots of small gear and a 
tough move just below the top. FA: Andrew Martin and Gerry Narkowicz. 6/4/14 

 
11. Poisoned Equanimity  35m  22  *** 
A prominent finger crack in a shallow corner with a large tree stump at 10m height.  Fantastic finger 
locking with some sections solved only by extreme bridging and smearing. FA  Gerry Narkowicz and 
Robert McMahon. 20/12/83 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Peter Mills on the first ascent of Mills Route (18) in 1978. Photo: Bob McMahon 

 

12. Battle Of Leipzig  35m  20 
The next crack to the R is a powerful line with several scoops. Some paper bark trees close to the 
bottom prevent access to the crack for the first few metres. Climb the tree until it is possible to gain the 
crack. Some hard moves up to a short slab followed by an awkward flaring groove (the scoop) and a 
desperate offwidth section. Strenuous, problematic crack climbing is maintained to the top. FA  Robert 
McMahon and Gerry Narkowicz.  20/12/83 

 
13. Run To The Hills  30m  23  ** 
Climbs the finger cracks up the face right of the Battle of Leipzig, which eventually trend right to a jam 

crack on the arête. Looks improbable for the grade. Superb moves and well protected with small cams. 
After the exciting crux moves in the finger crack, continue up the hand sized crack on the arête for the 
last 10m. FA: Gerry Narkowicz and Andrew Martin. 15/2/14 

 
14. All Night Long  30m  17 
Second from the R on the top face. Bridge up the groove past some scrub to a roof which is turned 
easily using the crack and some face holds on the L. Pleasant jamming up the corner above. Could 
become a classic when thoroughly cleaned. FA  Neale Smith and Lisa Johnson, Robert McMahon. 
28/1/84 

 
15. Give Me The Beat Boys  30m  18 
The far R-hand route with a tree at the bottom. A wide jam crack leads to a small roof followed by an 
offwidth. Bridging out R takes the sting out of the offwidth. FA  Robert McMahon and Neale Smith.  
28/1/84 
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Chains
30m rap

DBB 1. Airbourne (20) ***
2. Symptom Of The Universe (24) ***
3. Highway Star (27) ***
4. Borodino (19)
5: Speed King (27) ***
6: Who Among Them (19) ***

7: Let There Be Rock (25) ***
8: Slim Dusty (18) *
9: Mill’s Route (18) *
10: Symphony Of Destruction (21) **

11: Poisoned Equanimity (22) ***
12: Battle Of Leipzig (20)
13: Run To The Hills (23) **
14: All Night Long (17)
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BLACKWOOD SUMMIT
UPPER TIER LEFT

Symptom Of The Universe (24) ***

Highway Star (27) ***
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grade 25/26 moves between
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WHO AMONG THEM
                AREA

5: Speed King (27) ***
6:Who Among Them (19) ***
7: Let There Be Rock (25) ***5

6
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CENTRAL RAP STATION AREA
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30m rap

5: Speed King (27) ***
6: Who Among Them (19) ***
7: Let There Be Rock (25) *** 
8: Slim Dusty (18) *



POISONED EQUANIMITY AREA
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9: Mills Route (18) *
10: Symphony Of Destruction (21) **
11: Poisoned Equanimity (22) ***
12: Battle Of Leipzig (20)
13: Run To The Hills (23) **



FAR RIGHT 
UPPER TIER
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12: Battle Of Leipzig (20)
13: Run To The Hills (23) **
14: All Night Long (17)
15: Give Me The Beat Boys (17)
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